COURT PROCEEDINGS of November 8th and 9th 2004

pg 74

Witness Mr. Huggins ill-equipped to answer the question....
Legislation
Expressing opinion

YET

pg 76

Court meaning the Judge objects to line of questioning Mr. Huggins yet insists upon "decisions" which are of course made upon "opinions" by Mr. Huggins who is unable to conduct of his job description properly UNLESS he, himself offers up a moral or concrete personal view or opinion!

YET UPON

pg 77

Mr. Bilodeau states: "Again, the officer's moral turpitude, it's not relevant. It's premised on a hypothetical...etc" which WORD "hypothetical" is oft and continuously thrown out by the Judge in the Acused, Mr. Mueller's line of most objective questioning. 

YET UPON
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the Judge states:

"I am having a problem seeing how this witness as an ordinary witness, having conducted an investigation, can answer that ."

Now since WHEN is a police officer who is in the line of duty to examine "racism" for the Crown considered to be an "ordinary witness?!"

Do "ordinary witnesses or people" break into peoples' homes and consider their property as their own, allowing expensive birds to escape and never be found again without so much as an apology?!

Do "ordinary witnesses or people" break into peoples' homes when the lady of the house is there over ninety-five percent of the time? and a simple phone call or communica would suffice?! This "breaking in" was done on the basis of documentation full of half truths and errors which the Judge signed, which is the authorization to search and seize. 

Reni - place this line of reasoning of worry in direct conjunction withe the issue on legislature. Bother senerios are MOST worrysome to Mr. Bilodeau. 

Note also that nowhere in the transcript is Mr. Huggins recorded as being anything other than "the Court." (as being one with the all.)
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paragraph insert.

Also this transcript hath been well tampered with lines removed and all stuttering in response to many of the questions asked by Mr. Mueller himself, well removed as well as the Judge insisting no one could partake of this particular transcript and to please direct questioning of Mr. Huggins only to himself after hearing questions he, the Judge did naught wish Mr. Huggins to answer for fear of exactly what he might well say UNDER OATH! ALL REMOVED!

